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Use Web-iVoting 



Advantages, Disadvantages & 
Comparison 
 Web-iVoting, is using the Internet to vote via the web through any device. Advantages 1. 

Voting is done from all over the federation where there is GSM or Internet. 2. GSM 
internet allows voters to vote from their Cell phone or from laptop. 3. The available 
laptops were earlier provided for the temporal voters cards. 4. Voters results can not be 
altered as it goes via the internet to the servers in INEC. 5. Stealing of ballot boxes will be 
a thing of the past. 6. We will be the first to practice it globally; the world will learn from 
us. 7. Voting is via finger print scanner and submission of choices made. 8. The list of 
choices will be made available for voters. 9. The cost of printing voters’ materials will be 
greatly reduced as this does not involve frequent printing but, data change as the election 
season comes and goes. 10. The data is easily accessed from any internet location or GSM. 
11. Cheating is greatly reduced if the voters are educated on recognizing their choices. 12. 
The results are readily available as the election goes on. 13. The candidates are sure of zero 
cheating. 14. eVoting without internet is risky because it allows data to be changed before 
it arrives INEC. Disadvantages 1. Availability of Internet and GSM points all over the 
nation. 2. Voters inexperience with the internet, either on the GSM or Laptop. 3. 
Deceiving voters to choose a choice not of theirs due to lack of inexperience. 4. Altering 
results at INEC’s database. 5. Availability of ready voting machines for subsequent use. 6. 
Distribution of machines and trained man power. 7. Hacking of on monitored data. 
Comparison 1. Internet Web eVoting has lower risks, lower expenditure and less 
violence, the reverse is for the ballot box or eVoting. 2. Ballot box and eVoting materials 
can be carted away and altered but, Internet voting materials are not available physically 
for such. 3. This is the safest and surest way to a smooth election.  
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